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GRADED COMODULE CATEGORIES WITH ENOUGH PROJECTIVES.
ANDREW SALCH
Abstract. It is well-known that the category of comodules over a flat Hopf algebroid is
abelian but typically fails to have enough projectives, and more generally, the category
of graded comodules over a graded flat Hopf algebroid is abelian but typically fails to
have enough projectives. In this short paper we prove that the category of connective
graded comodules over a connective, graded, flat, finite-type Hopf algebroid has enough
projectives. Applications in algebraic topology are given: the Hopf algebroids of stable co-
operations in complex bordism, Brown-Peterson homology, and classical mod p homology
all have the property that their categories of connective graded comodules have enough
projectives.
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1. Introduction.
Let (A, Γ) be a graded Hopf algebroid (that is, a cogroupoid object in the category of
graded-commutative rings) such that Γ is flat over A. Then the category of graded Γ-
comodules is abelian, and homological algebra in this category is of central importance in
algebraic topology, since the input for generalized Adams spectral sequences is a (relative)
Ext functor in a category of graded Γ-comodules; see chapters 2 and 3 of [8] for a textbook
account of this material. Appendix 1 of [8] is the standard reference for Hopf algebroids
and homological algebra in their comodule categories.
Some homological constructions in comodule categories are made problematic, how-
ever, by the lack of enough projectives. It is well-known that the category of comodules
over a Hopf algebroid typically fails to have enough projectives; even when A is a field
and Γ a Hopf algebra over A, the category of Γ-comodules has enough projectives if and
only if Γ is semiperfect, i.e., every simple comodule has an injective hull which is finite-
dimensional as an A-vector space. (This result is attributed by B. I. Lin, in [5], to un-
published work of Larson, Sweedler, and Sullivan; the generalization of this result which
replaces Hopf algebras with coalgebras is a result of Lin’s, from the same paper.)
Here is an example: in the paper [3] (see the Remark preceding Proposition 1.2.3), M.
Hovey shows that the category of comodules over the Hopf algebra Q[x], with x primitive,
has the property that infinite products fail to be exact, i.e., Grothendieck’s axiom AB4∗ fails
in this category of comodules. It is standard that an abelian category which has enough
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projectives also satisfies axiom AB4∗, so this category of comodules cannot have enough
projectives. Hovey’s example also works in the graded case (although, crucially, not the
connective graded case, if x is in a positive grading degree).
The purpose of this short paper is to prove that, under some reasonable assumptions
(which are satisfied in cases of topological interest), appropriate categories of graded co-
modules over graded Hopf algebroids do have enough projectives. The essential point is
to work with connective graded comodules, that is, graded comodules which are trivial in
all negative grading degrees; the category of connective graded comodules over the Hopf
algebraQ[x] of Hovey’s example does have enough projectives, and much more generally,
our main result is Theorem 3.5:
Theorem. Let (A, Γ) be a connective finite-type flat graded Hopf algebroid. Then the
category of connective graded Γ-comodules is a Grothendieck category with a projective
generator. Consequently, the category of connective graded Γ-comodules has enough pro-
jectives and enough injectives, and satisfies Grothendieck’s axiom AB4∗ (that is, infinite
products exist and are exact).
The terminology is as follows:
• a graded Hopf algebroid (A, Γ) is flat if Γ is flat over A,
• connective if A and Γ are concentrated in nonnegative grading degrees (i.e., (A, Γ)
is N-graded, not just Z-graded),
• and finite-type if there exists an exact sequence of graded A-modules
n∐
i=1
Σ
bi A →
m∐
i=1
Σ
ai A → Γ→ 0
for some sequences of integers (a1, . . . , am) and (b1, . . . , bn).
Following the usual convention in topology, I am writing Σ for the suspension operator,
i.e., ΣA is A with all grading degrees increased by one.
Special cases of Theorem 3.5 include some of the most important Hopf algebroids for
topological applications, as we see in Corollary 3.6:
Corollary. The categories of connective graded comodules over the Hopf algebroids
(MU∗, MU∗MU), (BP∗, BP∗BP), and ((HFp)∗, (HFp)∗HFp) all have enough projectives.
These Hopf algebroids are very well-known in algebraic topology: (MU∗, MU∗MU) is
the Hopf algebroid of stable natural co-operations of the complex bordism functor MU∗,
(BP∗, BP∗BP) is the Hopf algebroid of stable natural co-operations of the p-local Brown-
Peterson homology functor BP∗, and ((HFp)∗, (HFp)∗HFp) is the Hopf algebra of stable
natural co-operations of the mod p classical homology functor (HFp)∗. These are the Hopf
algebroids whose comodule categories have the most important homological invariants:
appropriate relative Ext groups over these three Hopf algebroids recover the E2-terms of the
global Adams-Novikov, p-local Adams-Novikov, and classical Adams spectral sequences,
respectively. See chapters 2, 3, and 4 of [8] for this material.
I am grateful to G. Valenzuela for useful conversations relating to this material.
2. When does tensor product of modules commute with infinite products?
Conventions 2.1. In this paper, all gradings will be assumed to be Z-gradings.
When a graded object is trivial in all negative grading degrees, we will say that the
object is connective.
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Definition 2.2. Let A be a graded ring. We will say that a graded A-module M is finite-type
and free if there exists a function c : Z→ N and an isomorphism of graded A-modules
∐
n∈Z
(ΣnA)⊕c(n) −→ M.
We will say that a graded A-module M has finite-type generators if there exists an exact
sequence of graded A-modules
(2.0.1) F1 → F0 →→ M → 0
with F0 finite-type and free. We will say that M is finite-type if there exists an exact se-
quence as in 2.0.1, with F0, F1 both finite-type and free.
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 are generalizations, to the graded setting, of two useful lemmas
found in T. Y. Lam’s book [4]. The ungraded versions of these lemmas appear as Proposi-
tions 2.4.43 and 2.4.44 in Lam’s book. I am grateful to G. Valenzuela for suggesting Lam’s
book to me as a reference for the ungraded results.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be an connective graded ring and let Γ be a connective graded left
A-module. The following conditions are equivalent:
• For every set {Mi}i∈I of connective graded left A-modules, the canonical graded
A-module map
(2.0.2) Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I
Mi →
∏
i∈I
(Γ ⊗A Mi)
is surjective.
• For every set I, the canonical graded A-module map
(2.0.3) Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I
A →
∏
i∈I
Γ
is surjective.
• As a graded A-module, Γ has finite-type generators.
Proof. • If the first condition is satisfied, then letting Mi = A for all i ∈ I, we
immediately get that the second condition is satisfied.
• Suppose that the second condition is satisfied. I will write ∏i∈I Γ{ei} for the prod-
uct
∏
i∈I Γ, using ei as formal symbols to index the factors in the product.
Choose an integer n, and let In be the set of homogeneous elements of Γ of
grading degree exactly n. Let x ∈∏i∈In Γ{ei} be the element
x =
∑
i∈In
i · ei.
Since the map 2.0.3 is grading-preserving and surjective, there exists some element
mn∑
j=1
c j,n ⊗
∑
i∈I
ai, jei
 ∈ Γ ⊗A
∏
γ∈Γ
A{ei}
which is sent by the map 2.0.3 to x, in which each c j,n is a homogeneous element
of Γ and in which each ai, j is a homogeneous element of A. The grading degrees
of these elements satisfy
∣∣∣c j,n
∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣ai, j
∣∣∣ = n.
Consequently we have the formula
mn∑
j=1
∑
i∈I
c j,nai, jei =
∑
i∈I
i · ei,
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and consequently ∑mnj=1 c j,nai, j = i. Consequently the set of elements S = {c j,n :
n ∈ Z, 1 ≤ j ≤ mn} is a set of homogeneous A-module generators for Γ, and for
each integer N, there are only finitely many elements of S of grading degree less
than N. Hence there are only finitely many elements of S in each grading degree.
Hence Γ has finite-type generators.
• Now suppose that Γ has finite-type generators, and that {Mi}i∈I is a set of graded
left A-modules. We need to show that map 2.0.2 is surjective.
Choose a set of homogeneous A-module generators {c j} j∈J for Γ, with at most
finitely many c j in each grading degree. Let D : J → Z be the function that sends j
to the grading degree of c j. For each integer n, let Γ≤n be the graded sub-A-module
of Γ generated by all the elements c j such that D( j) ≤ n. Since A is connective and
all Mi are connective, the natural map Γ≤n → Γ of graded A-modules is bijective
in grading degrees ≤ n.
Write Jn for the set of elements j ∈ J such that D( j) ≤ n. Now we have an
exact sequence of A-modules
∐
j∈Jn
Σ
D( j)A{e j}
s
−→ Γ≤n → 0
where s(e j) = c j; here the elements e j are formal symbols indexing the coproduct
summands. The map s now fits into the commutative square of graded A-modules
(2.0.4)
(∐
j∈Jn Σ
D( j)A{e j}
)
⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi
s⊗id
//

Γ≤n ⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi
∏
i∈I
((∐
j∈Jn Σ
D( j)A{e j}
)
⊗A Mi
)
∏
s⊗id
//
∏
i∈I (Γ≤n ⊗A Mi)
where the vertical maps are the canonical comparison maps, as in map 2.0.2. The
map
∏
s⊗id is a surjection, since each s⊗id is a surjection and since infinite direct
products are exact in the category of graded A-modules. The left-hand vertical
map in diagram 2.0.4 is an isomorphism, since Jn is finite. Hence the right-hand
vertical map in diagram 2.0.4 is also surjective. The square of graded A-modules
(2.0.5) Γ≤n ⊗A ∏i∈I Mi

// Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi
∏
i∈I (Γ≤n ⊗A Mi) //
∏
i∈I (Γ ⊗A Mi)
commutes, and the horizontal maps are isomorphisms in grading degrees ≤ n, so
surjectivity of the right-hand vertical map in diagram 2.0.4, i.e., the left-hand verti-
cal map in diagram 2.0.5, tells us that the right-hand vertical map in diagram 2.0.5,
i.e., the map 2.0.2, is surjective in grading degree n. But this holds for all integers
n; so the map 2.0.2 is surjective.

Lemma 2.4. Let A be an connective graded ring and let Γ be a connective graded left
A-module. The following conditions are equivalent:
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• For every set {Mi}i∈I of connective graded left A-modules, the canonical graded
A-module map
(2.0.6) Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I
Mi →
∏
i∈I
(Γ ⊗A Mi)
is an isomorphism.
• For every set I, the canonical graded A-module map
(2.0.7) Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I
A →
∏
i∈I
Γ
is an isomorphism.
• As a graded A-module, Γ is finite-type.
Proof. • If the first condition is satisfied, then letting Mi = Γ for all i ∈ I, we
immediately get that the second condition is satisfied.
• Suppose that the second condition is satisfied. I will write
∏
i∈I Γ{ei} for the prod-
uct
∏
i∈I Γ, using ei as formal symbols to index the factors in the product.
By Lemma 2.3, we know that Γ has finite-type generators. Choose an exact
sequence of graded A-modules
(2.0.8) 0 → K → F0 → Γ→ 0
with F0 finite-type and free. We can arrange maps as in 2.0.7 into a commutative
diagram with exact rows
(∏i∈I A) ⊗A K //

(∏i∈I A) ⊗A F0 //

(∏i∈I A) ⊗A Γ //

0

0 // ∏i∈I K //
∏
i∈I F0 //
∏
i∈I Γ
// 0
in which the vertical map (∏i∈I A) ⊗A Γ →
∏
i∈I Γ is an isomorphism by assump-
tion, and the vertical map (∏i∈I A) ⊗A F0 →
∏
i∈I F0 is surjective by Lemma 2.3.
An easy diagram chase shows that the vertical map (∏i∈I A)⊗A K →
∏
i∈I K is then
also surjective. By Lemma 2.3, K has finite-type generators, hence we can choose
a finite-type and free graded A-module F1 and a surjective graded A-module map
F1 → K, and consequently
F1 → F0 → Γ → 0
is an exact sequence of graded A-modules with F1, F0 finite-type and free. So Γ is
finite-type.
• Now suppose that Γ is finite-type. First, suppose that Γ is finite-type and free.
Choose a set of homogeneous A-module generators S for Γ with at most finitely
many elements of S in each grading degree, and then let Γ≤n be the graded sub-A-
module of Γ generated by the elements of S of degree ≤ n. Since A and Γ and all
Mi are connective, the horizontal maps in the commutative square
(2.0.9) Γ≤n ⊗A ∏i∈I Mi //

Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi
∏
i∈I (Γ≤n ⊗A Mi) //
∏
i∈I (Γ ⊗A Mi)
are isomorphisms in grading degrees ≤ n, and the left-hand vertical map is an
isomorphism in grading degrees ≤ n, since Γ≤n is a direct sum of finitely many
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copies of A (up to suspension), and finite direct sums coincide with finite products
in module categories, including graded module categories. Consequently the right-
hand vertical map in square 2.0.9 is also an isomorphism in grading degrees ≤ n.
Since this is true for all n, the canonical map 2.0.6 is an isomorphism when Γ is
finite-type and free.
Now lift the assumption that Γ is finite-type and free, and assume it is only
finite-type. Choose an exact sequence of graded A-modules
F1 → F0 → Γ → 0
with F1, F0 finite-type and free. We can fit maps as in 2.0.6 into the commutative
diagram of graded A-modules with exact rows
F1 ⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi //

F0 ⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi //

Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi //

0
∏
i∈I F1 ⊗A Mi //
∏
i∈I F0 ⊗A Mi //
∏
i∈I Γ ⊗A Mi // 0
and the two left-hand vertical maps are both isomorphisms, by what we have
already proven under the finite-type-and-free assumption; hence the map Γ ⊗A∏
i∈I Mi →
∏
i∈I Γ ⊗A Mi is an isomorphism.

3. Graded comodules.
Definition 3.1. Let (A, Γ) be a graded Hopf algebroid. We will say that a graded Γ-
comodule M is finite-type if M is finite-type as an A-module, as in Definition 2.2. We
will say that the graded Hopf algebroid (A, Γ) is itself finite-type if Γ is finite-type as an
A-module.
Similarly, we will say that a comodule is connective if it is connective as an graded
A-module. We will say that the Hopf algebroid (A, Γ) is connective if A and Γ are both
connective as graded A-modules.
Example 3.2. The graded Hopf algebroid (MU∗, MU∗MU) satisfies MU∗  Z[x1, x2, . . . ]
and MU∗MU  MU∗[b1, b2, . . . ], with |xn| = |bn| = 2n, so (MU∗, MU∗MU) is flat, connec-
tive, and finite-type. Similarly, BP∗  Z(p)[v1, v2, . . . ] and BP∗BP  BP∗[t1, t2, . . . ] with
|vn| = |tn| = 2(pn − 1) for a given prime number p (the choice of p is suppressed from the
notation for BP), so (BP∗, BP∗BP) is flat, connective, and finite-type. Finally, (HFp)∗ 
Fp, and (HFp)∗HFp  F2[ξ1, ξ2, . . . ] if p = 2, with |ξn| = 2n − 1; and (HFp)∗HFp 
Fp[ξ1, ξ2, . . . ] ⊗Fp Λ(τ0, τ1, . . . ) if p > 2, with |ξn| = 2(pn − 1) and |τn| = 2pn − 1, so again,
((HFp)∗, (HFp)∗HFp) is flat, connective, and finite-type. See chapters 3 and 4 of [8] for
this material (which is well-known in homotopy theory).
For another class of examples: (k, A) is flat, connective, and finite-type for any commu-
tative graded connected finite-type Hopf algebra A over a field k (as studied in [7]).
Lemma 3.3. Let (A, Γ) be a connective finite-type flat graded Hopf algebroid. Let {Mi}i∈I
be a set of connective graded Γ-comodules. Then the natural map of graded A-modules
(3.0.10)
Γ∏
i∈I
Mi →
∏
i∈I
Mi,
from the underlying graded A-module of the product of the Mi computed in the category
of connective graded Γ-comodules to the product of the Mi computed in the category of
graded A-modules, is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Write gr≥0 C for the connective graded objects in an abelian category C . Write
G : gr≥0 Comod(Γ) → gr≥0 Mod(A) for the forgetful functor and E : gr≥0 Mod(A) →
gr≥0 Comod(Γ) for its right adjoint, the extended comodule functor given by E(M) = Γ ⊗A
M.
For each i ∈ I, we have the exact sequence
0 → Mi → EG(Mi) δ
0
−→ EGEG(Mi)
of graded Γ-comodules, where δ0 is the difference of the two unit maps arising from the ad-
junction G ⊣ E. (This is well-known; it is the reason that the cobar resolution of a comodule
is indeed a resolution, as in Appendix 1 of [8]. The reader who prefers a self-contained,
categorical argument may be satisfied with the observation that, for any adjunction f ⊣ g,
the cofork
(3.0.11) X // g f X //// g f g f X
splits after applying f ; see section VI.6 of [6]. But in our setting, f = G, the left adjoint
functor f reflects isomorphisms, so the canonical map X → ker δ0 being an isomorphism
after applying f , due to the splitting of the cofork, implies that
X → ker δ0
is already an isomorphism.)
Now the fact that products preserve kernels tells us that we have the commutative dia-
gram with exact rows
(3.0.12) GE (∏i∈I GMi
)
//


GE
(∏
i∈I GEGMi
)


0 //

G
(∏
Γ
i∈I Mi
)
//

G
(∏
Γ
i∈I EGMi
)
//

G
(∏
Γ
i∈I EGEGMi
)

0 // ∏i∈I G(Mi) //
∏
i∈I GEG(Mi) //
∏
i∈I GEGEG(Mi).
The maps indicated as isomorphisms are isomorphisms due to E being a right adjoint,
hence preserving products. The vertical composites GE (∏i∈I GMi
)
→
∏
i∈I GEG(Mi) and
GE
(∏
i∈I GEGMi
)
→
∏
i∈I GEGEG(Mi) are the maps Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I Mi →
∏
i∈I Γ ⊗A Mi and
Γ ⊗A
∏
i∈I Γ ⊗A Mi →
∏
i∈I Γ ⊗A Γ ⊗A Mi, respectively, of the type 2.0.6. Lemma 2.4
then implies that these maps are isomorphisms. Consequently the map G
(∏
Γ
i∈I Mi
)
→∏
i∈I G(Mi) in diagram 3.0.12 is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 3.4. Let (A, Γ) be a flat graded Hopf algebroid. Suppose that A is connective. Then
the category of connective graded Γ-comodules is abelian and has an injective cogenerator.
Proof. Let gr≥0 Comod(Γ) denote the category of connective graded Γ-comodules, let
gr Comod(Γ) denote the category of graded Γ-comodules, and let gr≥0 Mod(A) denote the
category of connective graded A-modules. It is standard that gr Comod(Γ) is abelian as
long as Γ is flat over A; see Theorem 1.1.3 of [8], for example. Since gr≥0 Comod(Γ) is a
full additive subcategory of gr Comod(Γ) which is closed under finite biproducts and ker-
nels and cokernels computed in gr Comod(Γ), the category gr≥0 Comod(Γ) is abelian as
well; see Theorem 3.41 of [1], for example.
Now let E : gr≥0 Mod(A) → gr≥0 Comod(Γ) be the extended comodule functor. The
idea here is to apply E to a cogenerator in the category of graded A-modules, but if A is
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not concentrated in a single grading degree, then a cogenerator for the category of graded
A-modules will typically fail to be connective, so applying Γ ⊗A − to such a cogenerator
does not yield a connective graded comodule.
Instead, let I be an injective cogenerator in the category gr≥0 Mod(A) of connective
graded A-modules—but we must show that this exists. Since colimits in gr≥0 Mod(A) are
computed in the underlying category of graded A-modules, and since graded A-modules
form an AB5 category, the category gr≥0 Mod(A) is AB5. The coproduct
∐
n≥0 Σ
nA is a
generator for gr≥0 Mod(A), so gr≥0 Mod(A) is Grothendieck, so by Grothendieck’s famous
theorem in [2], gr≥0 Mod(A) has an injective cogenerator. So I exists.
Now the functor E is right adjoint to the forgetful functor G : gr≥0 Comod(Γ) →
gr≥0 Mod(A), and G preserves monomorphisms; it is an elementary exercise to show that a
functor sends injectives to injectives if it has a monomorphism-preserving left adjoint. So
E(I) is injective. I claim that E(I) is also a cogenerator. Let f : X → Y be a morphism in
gr≥0 Comod(Γ) whose induced map homgr≥0 Comod(Γ)(Y, E(I)) → homgr≥0 Comod(Γ)(X, E(I))
is zero. Then the adjunction E ⊣ G tells us that the map homgr≥0 Mod(A)(G(Y), I) →
homgr≥0 Mod(A)(G(X), I) is zero, and hence that G( f ) : G(X) → G(Y) is zero, since I is a
cogenerator in gr≥0 Mod(A). Since G faithful and additive, this then tells us that f = 0. So
I is a cogenerator in gr≥0 Comod(Γ). 
Theorem 3.5. Let (A, Γ) be a connective finite-type graded flat Hopf algebroid. Then the
category of connective graded Γ-comodules is a Grothendieck category with a projective
generator. Consequently, the category of connective graded Γ-comodules has enough pro-
jectives and enough injectives, and satisfies Grothendieck’s axiom AB4∗ (that is, infinite
products exist and are exact).
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, gr≥0 Comod(Γ) is abelian and has an injective cogenerator. (This
would also be implied by gr≥0 Comod(Γ) being a Grothendieck category, but we have not
yet proven that gr≥0 Comod(Γ) is Grothendieck.) By Lemma 3.3, products in gr≥0 Comod(Γ)
are computed in gr≥0 Mod(A), hence products in gr≥0 Comod(Γ) are exact, since the cate-
gory of graded modules over any ring is AB4∗. So gr≥0 Comod(Γ) satisfies axiom AB4∗.
(In any Grothendieck category, having enough projectives implies that the category satis-
fies Grothendieck’s axiom AB4∗—see Corollary 1.4 of [9] for a proof—but the converse
is not true: see [9] for examples, due to Gabber and Roos, of Grothendieck categories
satisfying axiom AB4∗ but having no nonzero projectives at all!)
More precisely, Lemma 3.3 shows that the forgetful functor G : gr≥0 Comod(Γ) →
gr≥0 Mod(A) preserves products. The functor G is also easily seen to preserve kernels (see
e.g. Appendix 1 of [8] for the usual construction of kernels in graded Γ-comodules; the
salient point is that they are computed in the underlying category of graded A-modules),
so G preserves all limits. By Lemma 3.4, gr≥0 Comod(Γ) has a cogenerator, so by Freyd’s
Special Adjoint Functor Theorem (standard; see e.g. Theorem V.8.2 of [6]), G has a left
adjoint. Call this left adjoint F. Since F has a right adjoint (namely, G) which preserves
epimorphisms, F sends projectives to projectives. So F(∐n≥0 ΣnA) is a projective object
of gr≥0 Comod(Γ), since
∐
n≥0 Σ
nA is projective in gr≥0 Mod(A).
We claim that F(∐n≥0 ΣnA) is also a generator in gr≥0 Comod(Γ). The proof is as fol-
lows: if V is a generator of gr≥0 Mod(A) and f : X → Y a map in gr≥0 Comod(Γ) whose
induced map homgr≥0 Comod(Γ)(FV, X) → homgr≥0 Comod(Γ)(FV, Y) is zero, then the adjunction
F ⊣ G gives us that the induced map homgr≥0 Mod(A)(V,GX) → homgr≥0 Mod(A)(V,GY) is zero
and hence that G f : GX → GY is zero. Since G is faithful and additive, f = 0. So FV is a
generator in gr≥0 Comod(Γ).
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Consequently gr≥0 Comod(Γ) is a cocomplete abelian category with a projective gener-
ator. It is standard that this now implies that gr≥0 Comod(Γ) has enough projectives: if C is
a cocomplete abelian category with projective generator P, then for any object X of C , the
object ∐ f∈homC (P,X) P is projective, and the evaluation map
∐
f∈homC (P,X) P → X is epic.
Since gr≥0 Mod(A) satisfies Grothendieck’s axiom AB5 (see the proof of Lemma 3.4 for
this), and since G is faithful, additive, has both a left and a right adjoint and hence is exact
and preserves all colimits, gr≥0 Comod(Γ) also satisfies Grothendieck’s axiom AB5. So
gr≥0 Comod(Γ) satisfies AB5 and has a generator, hence gr≥0 Comod(Γ) is Grothendieck.

Corollary 3.6. The categories of connective graded comodules over the Hopf algebroids
(MU∗, MU∗MU), (BP∗, BP∗BP), and ((HFp)∗, (HFp)∗HFp) all have enough projectives.
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